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International Journal Of Recent Technology
Havan Labs, one of the largest retail chains in Brazil, has announced that its operation is now employing radio frequency identification technology on 100 percent of the products it markets, in what ...
Havan RFID-enables 100 Percent of Its Operations
An international team with researchers from the University of Bayreuth has succeeded for the first time in discovering a previously unknown two-dimensional material by using modern high-pressure ...
International research team discovers new two-dimensional material
The demand for increased mobility often imposes stress on the physical infrastructures, and creates mobility, safety, resilience, and sustainability challenges to the transportation systems. The ...
International Journal of Transportation Science and Technology (Science Direct) (IJTST)
Queensland researchers have used carbon dots, created from human hair waste, to improve solar technology performance.
Researchers Boost Performance of Solar Cells By Using Human Hair From a Barbershop
Through a unique combination of computer simulations and laboratory experiments, researchers at the Paul Scherrer Institute PSI have discovered new binding sites for active agents - against cancer, ...
Cell cytoskeleton as target for new active agents
With his new Lenexa-based company, Technology Resources International, Garcia aims to build a top-notch nationwide technology services firm that also gives engineers work-life balance. Technology ...
Lenexa startup Technology Resources Intl. gets backing from former KC Southern CEO
As U.S. economy rebounds from COVID pandemic, more employers turn to automation rather than calling back or hiring workers.
In wake of COVID-19, robots step up
The Trump administration has issued new restrictions on U.S. technology exports to China's biggest semiconductor manufacturer, warning that the exports could benefit China's military.
U.S. restricts technology exports to China's biggest semiconductor manufacturer in new escalation of trade tensions
An international research team has made progress towards improved materials for quantum sensor technology. Medicine, navigation and IT could benefit from this in the future. Boron nitride is a technol ...
Spin Defects Under Control: Improved Materials for Quantum Sensor Technology
IEEE, the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to advancing technology for humanity, and the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBS), today announced the ...
Innovative COVID-19 Testing RADx Tech Reports Unveiled in Special Issue of IEEE Open Journal of Engineering in Medicine and Biology
New technology has allowed paleontologists to identify five more fossils of the rare Besanosaurus hidden right in their own museums.
Scientists Uncover More Secrets of Elusive Extinct Marine Reptile
The global tally of confirmed cases of the coronavirus-borne illness COVID-19 climbed above 155 million on Thursday, and India's tally rose above 21 ...
Global tally of COVID-19 cases tops 155 million as Biden supports waivers for vaccine patents
It therefore opens up pathways to artificial heterostructures or electronic devices built on them with fundamentally new ... international collaboration with groups from the University of ...
International research makes progress towards improved materials for quantum sensor technology
Seattle website development firm Efelle Creative increased its revenue by about 140% last year and helped dozens of clients grow their revenues, too.
Flexible web design opens new markets for Efelle Creative
Chip, a prototype portable, low-cost reader for the detection and quantification of exosome biomarkers of cancer and other aging-related diseases. It demonstrates the EV-Chip’s clinical potential to ...
Cardea Bio Develops Exosome and Extracellular Vesicles (EV) Detection Technology Called EV-Chip, Showcasing Cancer and Aging Dx Applications
U.S. asset manager Fidelity Investments has cut its valuation of Ant Group in half in its latest filings assessing the worth of shares its funds hold in the Chinese financial technology giant, the ...
Fidelity halves valuation of Ant Group after Chinese crackdown - WSJ
"The publishing of skin microbiome technology in a global scientific journal creates an opportunity for the R&D status of K-beauty to be promulgated," said COSMAX CEO Lee Byung-man. "It will take ...
Hankyung.com's Introduces: COSMAX's Skin Microbiome Research Becomes First of Its Kind to Be Published in International Scientific Journal
To ensure expert clinical advisory is at the core of every fundamental decision, Ceyeber has created a Medical Advisory Board consisting of top ophthalmologists. “We are thrilled to engage such ...
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